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Abstract  

Subsidiarity is a concept which determines that issues should be dealt with at the most immediate 

level accordant with their resolution. This principle can be applied to a host of different situations and 

organizations, whether that be the first space programme to attempt to send a man to the moon or a 

small office workplace. However, a recent example which conveys the contested opinions on whether 

subsidiarity increases effectiveness is the Free School Initiative. This is a programme passed by the UK 

government to grant a new type of school, which holds a higher level of autonomy compared to 

previous state school models. Through a case study on a local free school, together with other 

examples of this principle being applied, I wish to conclude whether the implementation of 

subsidiarity increases the effectiveness of macro and micro systems.  
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Subsidiarity-Origins and Application 

Introduction 

Subsidiarity is a principle of social organization that puts forth the concept that social and political 

issues should be dealt with at the most immediate level that is consistent with their resolution. The 

theory draws its roots from the social doctrine of the Catholic Church in which it states, ‘Subsidiarity 

is among the most characteristic directives of the Church’s social doctrine’ (Dodson, 2019). However, 

the notion of subsidiarity can be applied to a wide-ranging scope of situations and systems, whether 

large or small. The crux of the concept revolves around increasing the effectiveness of a system. 

Through moving responsibility to the lowest level possible, theoretically a system will operate at its 

full capacity. By making the most out of people’s skillsets, whether that be at the top of a hierarchy or 

bottom, a system will yield maximum efficiency. This theory can hence be applied to micro or macro 

systems, for example how an office company handles its employees to what level of power a nation’s 

central government decides to give to its local authorities. This consequently shows how the simple 

idea of subsidiarity can be applied to a multitude of situations. 

However, whether this theory improves the effectiveness of such systems is contested. This being 

shown by political parties’ differing methods of handling local governments throughout the 20th and 

21st centuries, with the Conservatives wishing to curb local council’s power but Labour deciding to 

refrain from capping local council’s powers. A modern example of a dispute over the value of 

implementing subsidiarity is the Free School System. Free schools were first given approval in the UK 

through the Academies Act 2010, which stipulated that all new schools had to be academies or free 

schools. Free schools can be created by local initiatives of people (such as groups of faith or groups of 

local parents). When creating such schools, these groups have high levels of independence in how 

they wish for their school to operate (for example whether they wish for the school to be a faith 

school) and when in operation, they require very little intervention from local or central governmental 

authorities. Thus, free schools exhibit traits of the concept of subsidiarity, but, whether this is an 

effective programme has been regularly questioned by the public and politicians alike. I wish to 

investigate this issue by conducting a case study on the free school I attend, Trinity School Sevenoaks. 

Through this, together with research on subsidiarity’s effect on different types of organizations, I shall 

conclude whether subsidiarity increases the effectiveness of micro and macro systems.    

 

Catholic Origins 

As mentioned before, the concept of subsidiarity holds its roots in the social doctrine of the Catholic 

Church. Meghan Clark reinforces this, ‘The principle of subsidiarity is perhaps one of the most crucial 

and most misunderstood in Catholic social teaching’ (Clark, 2012). This is the case as the idea flows 

from a key concept of Christianity, that every human has a life and dignity that others (including 

society) must respect. These human lives then flow out into wider institutions, starting with the family 

then moving onto larger initiatives such as local government then central government. This respect 

then translates to honouring the God-given talents which every person has been given. Therefore 

systems, such as government, should fully realise these gifts by organizing themselves in a way where 

power is transferred to the lowest level possible. These principles hence have the capability to 

increase the effectiveness of a system. By engaging involvement from lower levels, a system will 

prosper as it will be making the most out of the unique gifts which each person has been given. This 

in theory will fully maximise the skillsets of the people who belong to an organization. Pope Pius XI 

references how we should not take away tasks which can be completed by lower levels in a famously 
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quoted passage, “Just as it is gravely wrong to take from individuals what they can accomplish by their 

own initiative and industry and give it to the community, so also it is an injustice and at the same time 

a grave evil and disturbance of right order to assign to a greater and higher association what lesser 

and subordinate organizations can do” (Clark, 2012). This clearly states how the concept of subsidiarity 

is an important one in the catholic faith, as the level of importance is addressed when Pope Pius 

describes it is a ‘grave evil’ to assign a higher level of power a task which subordinate levels can easily 

accomplish. The use of the term ‘evil’ is potentially a strange one, as many people may believe it is a 

strong term to use in the context of the situation (with the term evil usually being reserved for the 

absolute worst sides of human behaviour). Hence, it is fascinating that this tone is used when 

discussing the lack of implementation of subsidiarity, showing how the mismanagement of people’s 

talents is seen as a direct contradiction of the Christian belief and an area in which they see as a ‘grave 

evil’.  

 

However, the doctrine further states how when shifting power assistance should be provided to the 

lower levels by the governing authority. Christopher Dodson references this when discussing 

subsidiarity, ‘Subsidiarity is not “make local and leave alone”. It is “presume local and assist when 

needed through appropriate means”’ (Dodson, 2019). This is to make sure lower levels can be effective 

in their roles and if they need assistance necessary measures have been put in place to make this 

possible- rather than letting people struggle with little aid. This is a key element in subsidiarity which 

cannot be overlooked. If this assistance is overdone, this would then completely contradict letting 

subordinate levels complete tasks which they can do themselves. Therefore, it is important a balance 

is struck between higher levels aiding subordinate levels, as power should still be left to the local and 

small groups. In summary, subsidiarity conveys the Christian value that humans’ talents should be fully 

maximised by creating the required conditions for people to flourish inside systems. These values can 

be implemented in many different areas and according to the Church, we have a moral responsibility 

to implement such ideas.    
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Micro and Macro Systems 

As I stated before, subsidiarity can be applied to a multitude of situations and organisations. Whether 

that organisation is a macroscale institution or a small business in an office, subsidiarity can still be 

applied to both with similar consequences resulting from this implementation. Hence, subsidiarity can 

be applied to micro or macro systems.  

In the case of micro systems, the implementation of subsidiarity can have significant positive effects. 

Take the example of a small office space with a bossy leader who dislikes delegation. This results in 

his employees’ level of productivity dropping significantly, as little tasks are passed down the chain of 

power leading to a waste of talent and money, due to the paid employees not being properly utilised 

by their boss. This could result in the business having significant losses and could lead to them having 

to shut down. However, if concepts of subsidiarity were implemented this could change. If a power 

structure is implemented in which tasks were delegated down the pecking order, leading to the 

sharing of workload, it is likely that productivity would increase. This being the case as more work 

would be completed as the boss would be properly utilising the skills of his employees in delegating 

tasks to them. In addition, if any of his or her employees were struggling there would be a structure 

set in place where they could seek assistance on their task. This is likely to greatly increase the 

effectiveness of the small business.  

These concepts can also easily be translated to larger organizations. A perfect example of a larger 

group converting ideals of subsidiarity into fruition is the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA). One of NASA’s most famous programmes, Apollo 11, superbly highlights the 

successful implementation of subsidiarity. Apollo 11 was a multi-billion-dollar project sitting at the 

forefront of the national conscience. It is one of the best examples of a wildly multi-functional macro 

system, as being shown by its scale (land a man on the moon for the first time in the history of the 

human race) alongside the vast investments pumped into the mission. However, this functionality did 

not originate from some complicated structure but purely from simple concepts of subsidiarity being 

embedded into the project. An example of this is detailed in the podcast ‘13 minutes to the moon’, 
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wherein Gerry Griffin (one of the many flight controllers) described how the team made decisions; 

“We didn’t make decisions at the highest level possible- we shoved them down to the lowest level”. 

An example of this comes from Steve Bales. In the podcast Bales details how two weeks before the 

Apollo 11 launch date in a lunar landing simulation, a computer programme alarm went off which they 

had never heard before. Consequently Gene Kranz (a flight director) delegated the task of researching 

all potential computer alarm signals to Steve Bales. In turn he delegated the research to his technical 

computer software specialist Jack Garman, who was 23 years old. Garman consulted with some of the 

top computer software specialists in the country, then conducted his research and signed his list off 

with a week left before launch date.  

During the Lunar landing, the Apollo 11 crew reported a 1202 computer programme alarm. None of 

the flight directors knew what it was and people were scrambling for an answer for the astronauts. 

However, Bales had the list. Bales looked through the list for 1202 and reported that the alarm was 

insignificant and the astronauts could proceed with the lunar landing. This is an extraordinary 

application of subsidiarity as it potentially saved the whole lunar landing. If the astronauts were not 

addressed with the necessary information on the alarm, that it was insignificant, then the lunar landing 

would have been abandoned due to their lack of knowledge of what it signified, which potentially 

could of presented numerous hazards. Hence, without Bales the photo above might have never 

existed. Therefore an argument can be made that effective delegation saved the lunar landing and 

perhaps also explains why the Russians did not land on the moon first. There was little possibility that 

this type of system, which included effective delegation, would have been implemented in communist 

Russia.  

For example, the Chernobyl crisis highlights the Soviet Union’s lack of transference of power and the 

potential consequences of a powerful central authority ignoring the sensible advice given by their 

skilled subordinate advisors. During the Chernobyl crisis, those attempting to enact effective solutions 

to the problem were powerless in their efforts. Workers at the nuclear station were incapable of taking 

the necessary steps to contain the spread of radioactive material - together with failing to protect the 

neighbouring citizens of Pripyat. As the Soviet Union was solely concerned with the issue of preventing 

Chernobyl from becoming an international story, it prevented those lower down the chain of 

command from informing the general public of the seriousness of the situation soon enough. This led 

to nearby Pripyat being evacuated shockingly 36 hours after the initial explosion, whereby in that 

amount of time the people of Pripyat would have been exposed to an exceedingly dangerous amount 

of radioactive material. Consequently, this underlines the potential damage caused to a system when 
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the central governing authority possesses vast amounts of power over its people and in closing, where 

the application of subsidiarity is nowhere to be found.   

 

Trinity School Sevenoaks Case Study 

Local Genesis of the School 

Trinity School is a faith based secondary school in Sevenoaks, Kent. The school was founded under the 

Free School Initiative in September 2013 and promotes Christian values to its students, due to it being 

a Christian faith school. Trinity was created by a mixture of local parents and churches who saw the 

need for an additional secondary school in the area. This was due to the general shortage of non-

private secondary schools in Sevenoaks (the only one existing previously being Knole Academy), but 

also in the need for a school which promoted Christian values. The way the local initiative sought to 

create the school was by putting the request for a new school through the Free School Initiative. As 

quoted from a BBC website, ‘Free schools are set up by groups of parents, teachers, charities, 

businesses, universities, trusts, religious or voluntary groups, but funded directly by central 

government’ (British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) , 2015).  

In the case of Trinity, it was set up by a mixture of local parents and religious groups. Trinity being set 

up as a free school brought some unique qualities to the school in which other schools did not possess. 

For example, Trinity had immense control over what vision they had for the school and how they 

wanted to implement it (as free schools were given high levels of autonomy on their operations). This 

translates into Trinity possessing high levels of independence from local and central governing bodies, 

compared to different types of schools such as comprehensive schools. Consequently, the concept of 

subsidiarity and free schools are intrinsically linked. Due to high levels of autonomy given to free 

schools in their operations, together with the power given to local initiatives (whether that be groups 

of parents or religious groups), which concludes that free schools are intertwined with the concept of 

subsidiarity (that power should be given to the lowest level which is consistent with an issue’s 

resolution).  

Trinity exhibits traits of both a macro system and micro system. The insular structure of Trinity, 

regarding everyday school life such as school rules, lessons in classrooms, the cafeteria, represents a 

micro system within a larger system. This larger system is then consulted by the leaders of the school 

who sit higher up the chain of command. The influential individuals of Trinity (such as the Headmaster 

and governors) are tasked with managing the larger-scale side of running a school. For example, 

managing staff or negotiating over land, the finances of the school and preparing pupils for 

participation in national exams. This makes Trinity a notable example in the context of the enquiry as 

it showcases how subsidiarity can be applied to both types of systems. In closing, with the aid of 

research and information obtained from interviews with key staff, along with influential parents who 

were involved in the early stages of Trinity, and key governors I wish to enquire whether Trinity 

represents a successful venture for the application of notions of subsidiarity. In this way we can assess 

whether it renders Trinity a more effective school, in comparison to other types of schools which exist 

in the United Kingdom.   
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Implementation Stages of Trinity and the power of local initiatives  

Early Stage 

Individuals who were responsible for turning the idea of Trinity School into fruition first met in 2010. 

They formed a team of 10 people, which comprised of local parents, some key parents being Adrian 

and Trish Cox and Dr Bill Lattimer, and individuals from local churches. Thus, clearly showing how the 

roots of Trinity came from the local community.  

During my interview with Adrian and Trish Cox, they stated how the early individuals responsible for 

creating the idea of Trinity wanted a new school as they saw the need for a Christian faith school in 

Sevenoaks. This need for schools came from the shortage of secondary school places in Sevenoaks 

with only two major schools existing, Knole Academy (a co-educational academy) and Sevenoaks 

School (a well-established private school, which required expensive tuition fees). The creation of 

Trinity was seen as a solution to the problem. For the majority of children living in Sevenoaks, 

Sevenoaks School was not a viable option due to the expensive fees (with the only hope being a 

scholarship which are hard to come by) which left Knole Academy as the only viable option for 

Sevenoaks’ families. However, given the school’s somewhat restricted academic offering many 

parents chose to send their children to schools in the neighbouring towns of Tonbridge and Tunbridge 

Wells, which houses a high number of grammar schools. This meant the vast amount of primary school 

children living in Sevenoaks had limited local options for secondary schools, with the main option 

being taking the 11+ to attempt to get into highly competitive super-selective grammar schools or one 

of the less competitive grammar schools. These were often heavily underfunded and were both a 40-

minute drive away. This has been an issue which members from the local councils had long wanted to 

fix, for example Adrian Cox (one of the parents who had a key role setting up the school) attended 

Sevenoaks School. In his enrolment, the state paid for his fees as there was such a shortage of places 

for Sevenoaks children (including Adrian) at secondary schools, that to fix the problem in the short-

term they would pay for students’ fees so they could attend a local school. More recently Knole 

Academy was seen as a potential long-term solution, but for many it was deemed an unsuccessful 

venture, reflected by the majority of the school’s intake comprising of students living outside 

Sevenoaks.  

Therefore, the team of 10 saw it as a promising opportunity to fix the above perceived problems in 

secondary schooling for Sevenoaks children but also to implement Christian values in a faith school, 

as they would high levels of autonomy to apply their vision to Trinity. This level of autonomy would 

come from the school being set up in the free school model. The early intentions were not for Trinity 

to be a free school, but the Free School initiative facilitated their desire for a Christian faith school to 

be created in Sevenoaks.  

 

Mid Stage 

During my interview with Dr Bill Lattimer, a founding governor of Trinity, he detailed how Trinity put 

forward their application to the Department of Education in February 2012. To submit this application 

Dr Lattimer and the rest of his team had to create a large document detailing their vision for Trinity 

School. To create this document and submit the application they had to find local support for the 

project, so the government knew enough people would apply for the school for it to be a worthwhile 

government expenditure of taxpayer’s money. This entailed visiting several local primary schools and 

churches, searching for support from parents and others alike and hopefully getting people to pledge 

to send their children to Trinity.  
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These processes lacked involvement from local councils but showcased how the people involved in 

creating Trinity were all local active members of their community, working towards an issue at the 

most immediate level consistent with its resolution. This lack of involvement from local councils gave 

Trinity great autonomy over how they wished to promote and create their vision for their school. This 

led to the early team being able to complete the document quickly without having to consult any local 

body, which may have slowed down the proceedings. Consequently, once the document had been 

completed, they had an interview with the government in May 2012. In July 2012 they found out that 

Trinity could open 

 

Last Stage 

However, when the group had received the go-ahead, they had little but an idea on what they 

envisioned Trinity to be like, but no concrete plans were in the process of being completed. The school 

was planned to open in September 2013 which left just over a year to complete everything needed 

for the school’s opening. Two of the most important things required were a location and a 

headmaster. Trinity’s first headmaster was found quickly as the group believed Mr Matthew Tate was 

the right candidate. Mr Tate possessed a strong faith and had the necessary qualities to get the school 

up and running. He held a strong work ethic and had an intimidating presence which helped in 

controlling students and taking part in sometimes daunting negotiations with landowners and 

governmental bodies. The next challenge was finding a location. Part of the conditions in which the 

government put forward for creating a school was that there had to be a location found for the first 

and second year, with a long-term idea for a permanent site, before any funding was provided. Adrian 

Cox detailed to me how it was exceedingly difficult to find any land in Sevenoaks as around 95% of it 

was on greenbelt, which meant nothing new could be built on such land and the only exception was 

if something had already been built on it. Meaning the only viable option was to buy or rent a piece 

of land which had already been built on. Three main candidates were presented: Ryedale Court (for 

short-term), the Wilderness site and a group of office blocks near Otford. The office blocks were cited 

as the favourable option and were a signature from a governmental minister away from buying the 

land, but the minister was fired, and the replaced minster refused to sign the document but instead 

agreed to put Trinity on the Wilderness site. This clashed with the proposed new grammar annexe, 

but the deal went ahead anyway, and the wilderness site was Trinity’s. However, they needed a 

location for the time when the school was being built. Therefore, after initially ignoring Ryedale Court 

they contacted the owner and after difficult negotiations Ryedale Court was to be Trinity’s first 

location. Hence, Trinity opened as planned in September 2013 for its first year of intake.  

The creation of Trinity was an operation which originated from the lower levels in the community and 

moved up from there through central government, to gain funding and so forth. Trinity’s roots are 

completely local. The idea of Trinity first came about in a meeting with three people, Dr Bill Lattimer 

and two other local parents (who were in association with some of the local churches). The idea sprung 

from there and became a larger operation as the needs for the project became greater, with little to 

no local government intervention needed. All that was needed was community co-operation and 

making sure local people were properly utilising their skills to aid the creation of the school. An 

example of this being Trish Cox helping with the project, as she organised the school’s uniform and 

distribution of such uniform. This exhibits an extremely pure case of subsidiarity as local people in the 

community were being entrusted by the government to perform skills which they could adequately 

complete by utilising their skills. Therefore, as local people were given the opportunity by the 

government to utilise their skillsets in the creation of Trinity, with little to no local government 

intervention needed, it yielded maximum efficiency in the process of creating the school and 
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demonstrated the power of local initiatives. The local body did not have to consult any level of local 

government, when making decisions which did not involve them, which led to the team being able to 

create Trinity from scratch in just over a year. This time frame would not have been possible if the 

school were being created under the comprehensive school model, as these schools tend to take two 

to three years until their first year of intake is ready to be taught in their facilities. Consequently, 

providing evidence for how implementing concepts of subsidiarity increase the effectiveness of a 

system, the system in this case being the organization of the creation of Trinity School.   

 

Trinity in operation and the effect of its level of autonomy  

Once in operation, Trinity spent two years on the Ryedale Court site then moved to the Wilderness 

site (where students would spend one year in temporary buildings then move into Trinity’s permanent 

home). Furthermore, Trinity’s first headmaster resigned going into the year when students would be 

moving into their permanent building, believing he had completed the job of setting up the school. 

Due to Trinity’s autonomy, they could consult on who they wished for their next headmaster to be 

with a lack of council intervention. Consequently, they could choose Dr Matthew Pawson as their next 

headmaster. Dr Pawson was a man of faith and an inspiring leader who assumed the role of 

Headmaster of Trinity seamlessly. Further supporting how their high level of autonomy was extremely 

beneficial for the school.  

Trinity in operation is able to do things quite differently to other schools. This can bring advantages 

and disadvantages. For example, free schools are given a lot of freedom on what they choose to teach 

from the curriculum. This means teachers can decide what topics they will be able to teach the best 

to their students, and potentially what topics which will interest them the most. This could bring 

several advantages, such as better student performance in exams and higher quality of teaching. 

Furthermore, the school does not have the obligation to hire staff who are fully qualified (which is 

unusual compared to most other British state schools). This can lead to the school employing some 

incredibly talented individuals who otherwise would have not been hired (the best example being 

young aspiring teachers), but also gives the school the opportunity to nurture this talent to fully 

maximise people’s potential. However, this can also lead to some downsides, such as a downgrade in 

quality of teaching. This is because it gives free schools the possibility to hire someone who has 

potentially promising attributes, but in practice provides a poor level of teaching. In addition, free 

schools have a high level of independence on how much they pay their staff. They do not have to abide 

by salary caps for their staff, although their payroll is similar to other state schools. In consequence of 

this, it can have the effect of attracting top talent to free schools in high positions as teachers in high 

leadership positions can earn a substantial amount in comparison to other schools.  

 

As shown, there are several benefits to affording high levels of autonomy to a free school. It can lead 

to the school making astute decisions which maximise the output of their staff and students whilst 

also using their budget to the best of their ability. Although some negatives can arise out of the free 

school model, such as having the option to hire an unqualified teacher, I can evaluate that the majority 

of effects are positive. The independence of free schools’ overall leads to an effective system where 

all branches of the system have the opportunity to fully maximise their potential, which in turn 

promotes efficiency.     
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Conclusion 

Through the case study of Trinity School and other examples, such as the structure implemented for 

the Apollo missions, I have demonstrated how subsidiarity can greatly increase the effectiveness of a 

system. In the case of Trinity, it began as just a simple idea from local parents and churches that a new 

school in Sevenoaks was needed. As subsidiarity had been applied through the Free School Initiative 

this issue could be addressed by such a local initiative like Trinity’s, as they were given the power by 

central authorities to be proactive and solve the issue of a lack of schools which had been plaguing 

Sevenoaks for years. It can be argued that it is no coincidence that this long-standing issue was solved 

soon after principles of subsidiarity had been implemented; hence supporting the viewpoint that 

subsidiarity greatly increases the effectiveness of a system, whether large or small. In addition, the 

application of subsidiarity has had positive effects whilst Trinity has been in operation. Due to Trinity’s 

level of autonomy key figures have the power to make decisions which will positively impact the 

school, without the threat of a conflict of interest potentially arising from local councils. For example, 

when appointing a new Headmaster as soon as the right candidate was found which could implement 

how the governors wanted Trinity to operate, there was no need for local government intervention. 

Dr Pawson could instead be hired as soon as possible. Furthermore, within the constraints of their 

budget, Trinity and other free schools have high levels of independence over how much they decide 

to pay their staff. This can bring significant benefits as it gives free schools the ability to attract top 

talent through higher salaries in areas they view as important, for example maths and sciences. 

Moreover, the benefits of subsidiarity are clearly shown within the context of the Apollo 11 

programme, as a key event which could have derailed the landing of the lunar vessel was handled well 

as principles of subsidiarity had been applied to their team structure. An alarm went off in the landing 

sequence, which was threatening to stop the landing, however a young member of the team passed 

the message on that it was safe to land (as he had been instructed to study the alarms). A young 

member of the team, who did not hold a senior position saving the Apollo landing, clearly showcases 

the implementation of subsidiarity, and how it greatly increased the effectiveness of their system. This 

is just another glowing example of the benefits with which a system can receive when applying 

principles of subsidiarity. However, this example serves not to overshadow Trinity School as a case 

study but to healthily partner it. The Apollo programme conveys how implementing simple ideas of 

how a team or system should be structured can introduce a multitude of positive effects to a wide 

variety of systems, being independent of scale or type of system (shown by the two differing examples 

of an Apollo mission and a secondary school).  

When taking all these factors into account I can conclude that the implementation of subsidiarity does 

increase the effectiveness of micro and macro systems. When reviewing how the creation of Trinity 

was able to fix a longstanding problem in the area by promoting local and community involvement 

through the Free School Initiative, and the example of the Apollo 11 programme’s success (brought 

about through the full utilization of their team and the shared workload environment which was 

instilled throughout the important mission), it is coherent and logical that I conclude that these 

examples of efficient systems showcase how the implementation of subsidiarity does increase the 

effectiveness of micro and macro systems.   
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